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Abstract
The era of artificial intelligence (AI) is upon us. The impact of AI and automation technologies on our work and
daily lives is more pervasive than many of us realize. The financial industry is no exception. In fact, financial institutions are pioneering the application of AI in business, with utilization of AI expanding at an exponential rate.
This paper describes the financial systems to which AI can be applied and shows how powerful AI systems can be
built with NEC the WISE - a suite of AI technologies developed by NEC.
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1. Introduction

ing efficiency be improved in order to process all of this
data quickly and accurately. This is a task ideal for AI.

The 21st century has seen accelerating growth in digi-

Already, AI is becoming indispensable - for example, da-

tized financial services in the Japanese financial industry,

ta-based customer analysis is now usually conducted by

with Internet transactions being the most prominent.

AI, whereas in the past such scrutiny was usually carried

Driven by the explosive popularization of the Internet

out face-to-face and depended largely on the representa-

and the trend towards financial deregulation, this trend

tive’s intuition and perceptions. Generally, it is becoming

has helped reshape customer relations as customer

more and more common to submit any time-consuming

contact shifts from traditional face-to-face contact to

analysis task to AI for high-speed analysis.

interactive contact using web-based systems where no
human intervention is involved. This period has also seen

1.1 Areas Where AI is Applicable

the evolution of Internet-only financial institutions. Today, even advanced loan services such as housing loans

In fiscal 2016 alone, installed AI applications at our

- from initial application to conclusion of contract - can

financial institution clients, together with prior validation

be processed entirely on the Internet with no need at all

experiments and studies, totaled more than 100 cases.

for the customer to show up at a brick-and-mortar office.

Although AI is being applied in more and more fields,

Similarly, life insurance and other types of insurance can

the areas where we have worked on AI can be roughly

now be applied for and purchased from a smartphone.

classified into the following five categories.

This digitization of financial transactions has led to the

(1) Screening

steady accumulation of massive amounts of financial and

Creation of credit models for screening business

personal data. Today, the financial industry is actively

loan applications, credit card loan applications, and

seeking ways to leverage this data to deliver new and im-

housing loan applications, as well as reduction of

proved services. This, in turn, requires that data process-

clerical workload.
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(2) Fraud detection
Detection of fraud such as fraudulent use of credit
cards and cash cards, fraudulent insurance claims,
illegal transactions, and transfer scams.
(3) Marketing and forecasting
Numerical value prediction to achieve maximum impact at minimum cost, including promotion prediction, demand prediction, and stock price prediction.
(4) Matching and recommendation

Visualization
No.1*1 Face Recognition
Only 1

Only 1

Only 1

Only 1

Creation of opportunities such as aptitude assessment
for human resource management and recruitment,
M&A recommendations, investment advice (robo-advisors), and product purchase recommendations.
(5) Collection and analysis of large volumes of data

Self-learning
super resolution
Crowd Behavior
Analysis
Object Fingerprint
Recognition
Optical Vibration
Sensing

Speech,
Emotion Recognition

Analysis
Only 1

Invariant analysis

Only 1

Heterogeneous
Mixture Learning

No.1

*2

Textual Entailment
Recognition

RAPID machine learning
Only 1

Automated
Security Intelligence

Prescription
Only 1

Autonomous and
Adaptive Control

Only 1

Predictive Robust
Optimization
Framework

Only 1

Profiling Across
Spatio-Temporal Data

Only 1
Customer Profile Estimation

*1؟Ranked 1st four consecutive times in task assessment sponsored by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
*2؟Ranked 1st in task assessment sponsored by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 2012

Fig. 1 NEC’s cutting-edge AI technologies.

Visualization such as analysis of customer comments directed to contact centers, automation of
help desks, social data on social media, and analy-

In the area of prescription - that is, a system where AI

sis of news articles.

posits a solution based on data analysis and prediction -

AI is capable of rapidly absorbing know-how and

development towards practical use is rapidly underway.

knowledge that takes humans many years to accumulate. It is precisely for this reason that AI is be-

2.2 Features of NEC’s AI Technologies

ing increasingly applied in financial institutions.
In the financial industry, rapid progress in data analysis is anticipated. Here we look at three NEC the WISE

2. AI Technology

technologies that have an especially wide range of po-

What are the AI technologies that we use to support
and develop the applications outlined above? In this sec-

tential applications.
(1) RAPID Machine Learning

tion, we will take a closer look at NEC the WISE - a suite

One of the most promising and best-known AI tech-

of AI technologies developed by NEC, three of which are

nologies is RAPID Machine Learning (Fig. 2), a type

now being applied in financial institution systems.

of software equipped with deep learning technology.
When data - whether images, text, and numerical

2.1 NEC’s AI Technology Suite: NEC the WISE

values - are fed into RAPID Machine Learning, it
learns while automatically extracting certain char-

NEC the WISE (Fig. 1) is a suite of cutting-edge AI

acteristics - for example, regularities and patterns -

technologies that maximize human intelligence and

present in the data. Typically, the sheer scale of the

creative activities. NEC the WISE represents our com-

computing effort required for deep learning means

mitment to harnessing the wisdom of humans and AI

that it consumes a massive amount of system re-

working together to resolve the increasingly complex

sources. Compared to other deep learning systems,

and intertwined issues society is facing today.

however, NEC’s RAPID Machine Learning is fast and

NEC the WISE includes technologies that include the

light weight, which is why we named it “RAPID.”

world’s number-one and only-one technologies in im-

The speed and light weight of this technology

age and voice recognition, data analysis, and system

means that users can start small with a small-scale

control. For example, in the area of visualization, prac-

system and scale up as required. Moreover, because

tical applications have already been deployed in areas

this software has undergone quality assurance and

such as personal identification using face recognition

data is not transmitted to the cloud during instal-

at airports and theme parks, as well as authentication

lation, it can be safely introduced into an organiza-

at external terminals at financial institutions also using

tion’s machine environment even when highly con-

face recognition. In the area of analysis, forecast and
judgment, Heterogeneous Mixture Learning, and RAPID

fidential financial data is involved.
(2) Heterogeneous Mixture Learning

Machine Learning (described below), as well as risk con-

Heterogeneous Mixture Learning (Fig. 3) is also a

trol and marketing using Textual Entailment recognition,

technology that generates prediction models based

have begun to be deployed in real-world applications.

on the data fed into it. However, there is a big dif-
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Learns while automatically discovering feature values (quantification of
input
and images.
images.
input data)
data) of text and
l In conventional machine learning, this was done in preprocessing by analysis
specialists
on the
the purpose.
purpose.
specialists depending
depending on

Analysis specialists extract features according to
the purpose.

Conventional machine learning
Example: Animal
When learning is to be
performed, specialists must classification
examine focal points and
Model data
extract features in advance.
Expert knowledge is
necessary.
Problems
Following tendencies and
changes is difficult and
causes problems.

Cat

Deep learning
Dog

Learns tendencies while
automatically extracting
feature values from data.
Effects

Judgment can be
achieved easily.
Following tendencies and
changes is also easy.

Deer

What features do we need to
pay attention to tell the animals apart?
Positions of ears and eyes, their sizes,
shapes, and colors, etc.

Analysis
specialists +
Experienced
personnel

Feature value
design +
Feature
extraction

What’s
this?
Learning
(tendencies)

Judgment
models

Itbs a cat.

Automatically learns feature values and tendencies
from data.
Learning
(Feature
extraction +
Tendencies)

What’s
this?
Judgment
models

Itbs a cat.

Substantially reduces the analysis period!

Fig. 2 RAPID Machine Learning.

“I like apples.”

Data in which different regularities
coexist.

Multiple regularities are
discovered with high precision.

Fig. 3 Heterogeneous Mixture Learning.

“I like apples.”

Words: Same
Syntax: Same

“My favorite fruit
is the apple.”

Words: Different
Syntax: Different

“He likes apples,
but I donʼt.”

Words: Same
Syntax: Different

Same meaning

Although the
words and syntax
are different, the
sentence is judged
to have the same
meaning.
Although the
words are almost
the same, the
sentence is judged
to have a different
meaning.

Fig. 4 Textual Entailment.

ference. Unlike other machine learning technolo-

“I like apples.” Meanwhile, the sentence saying, “He

gies, it not only predicts possible results but also

likes apples, but I don’t,” also includes the words

can show the basis of that prediction - something

“I,” “apples,” and “like” but has a different mean-

only AI can do. Moreover, by using “data partition-

ing. Textual Entailment can correctly adjudicate this

ing,” it can even generate prediction models when

kind of difference.

different irregularities coexist in the data.

It can also be used to extract the meaning of “liking

For instance, in product sales prediction, different

apples” from a tremendous number of sentences

prediction models are used for weekdays and hol-

and to classify preferences.

idays. Heterogeneous Mixture Learning automatically partitions data and derives a prediction model
from each “partition.” In addition to prediction, it
can also be used to uncover new regularities that
would escape human detection.
(3) Textual Entailment
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3. Application Examples of AI Technology in Financial Institutions
In this section, we discuss examples of AI technology
application in three of the five areas listed in 1.1 above.
(1) Screening

Textual Entailment is a technology that can rec-

First, let’s look at a case where loan applications are

ognize when two sentences have the same mean-

screened using Heterogeneous Mixture Learning.

ing. Using this technology for text search, you can

First attribute data is collected on cases where pay-

search for sentences that not only have matching

ments were delinquent or the loan fell into default.

keywords but also matching meanings. In the ex-

Next, the data is fed into the Heterogeneous Mix-

amples shown in Fig. 4, the original sentence says,

ture Learning system so that it can learn from it.
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Then, the system automatically generates prediction formulas showing what screening items were
defaulted on and under what conditions. Subse-

anticipate that this system will significantly reduce
the difficulty of fraud investigations.
(3) Text analysis

quently, when a screening target’s data is fed into

Finally, let’s take a look at a case where comments

these prediction formulas which have been devel-

from customers recorded in contact center histories

oped using the previously partitioned data, the

and entered in questionnaires are to be analyzed.

system can determine whether or not to accept the

Assuming that words expressing gratitude such as

loan application and provide you with the basis for

“thank,” “grateful,” and “appreciate” are used as

that judgment. Heterogeneous Mixture Learning

keywords for searching, for example, it is possible

can help improve competitiveness by reducing costs

that we could find sentences with opposite mean-

and screening time, while its most distinctive as-

ings like, “you didn’t say you were grateful to me.”

pect - that the basis for its judgment can be known

Excluding hits like this one at a time would be ex-

- provides the loan manager with useful reference

tremely time consuming. However, because Textual

material when it comes to making a final decision.

Entailment technology is capable of recognizing

The foundational trends for these judgments also

meanings, it can distinguish a sentence like this

make it possible to understand where improve-

from sentences containing the meaning of gratitude

ments need to be made and can also lead to new

and drop it from the results. In this way, sentences

product development.

with the desired meaning specified can be correct-

(2) Fraud detection

ly extracted. The extracted sentences can also be

Now, let’s look at a case where RAPID Machine

classified into groups such as acknowledgments,

Learning is used to detect fraudulent financial

claims, and opinions to facilitate analysis.

transactions. RAPID uses the same learning process

For example, when Textual Entailment is applied to

as Heterogeneous Mixture Learning; it analyzes

news sites or social media sites, it can judge wheth-

previous data in order to build a model that will

er articles and postings about a certain product

allow it to predict the future. In this case, data on

have positive or negative connotations and classify

transactions that were found to be fraudulent in the

and aggregate them accordingly. This makes it pos-

past needs to be collected and analyzed first. When

sible to achieve almost real-time understanding of

there is not enough learning data - that is, data

customer comments about products and services,

on transactions that were definitively concluded to

helping hasten feedback into services.

be fraudulent - it can be supplemented with data
on transactions deemed suspicious by investigators and systems. All of this data is then fed into

4. Evolving AI Technology

the RAPID Machine Learning system, which uses

While AI technology is increasingly being applied in a

multi-layer neural networks to generate prediction

wide range of fields, many tasks remain to be addressed.

models while automatically extracting the patterns

Data analysis with AI requires repeated preparation and

and characteristics of fraudulent transactions at a

processing of data until the system has completed learn-

level of precision only deep learning is capable of.

ing. The majority of data in business systems is stored

When you feed the transaction data that you want

in relational databases. It usually takes experienced ex-

the system to adjudicate into these prediction mod-

perts called data scientists a few months to select data

els, it outputs the degree - with score values - to

required to obtain the relevant prediction results and to

which the data matches the characteristics of fraud-

associate relationships between databases.

ulent transactions. The higher the score value the

NEC has solved this problem by developing a new AI

system outputs, the higher the likelihood that the

technology called Predictive Analytics Automation Tech-

transaction is fraudulent. Compared to the binary

nology that automates these advanced and complex

judgment using fixed threshold values, this makes it

pre-processing procedures. It automatically creates

possible to prioritize investigation targets by turning

combinations of data items required for prediction and

degrees of suspicion into scores. Moreover, when

also generates queries that take those combinations out

this is combined with unstructured data such as im-

of the databases. When we tested the data analysis pro-

ages and text, it also becomes possible to discover

cedure, we confirmed that a procedure that would have

new tendencies that have been thus far overlooked.

taken two months now took only one day. This automa-

By providing investigator with a powerful and re-

tion technology will soon be ready for practical usage.

liable tool for assessing the likelihood of fraud, we
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed tasks where AI is
applicable in the financial industry and how NEC’s AI
technologies achieve those applications. As AI technology continues to evolve at an ever more rapid rate, NEC
is committed to shaping and directing that evolution to
ensure that society benefits from advanced, easy-to-use
technology that makes life simpler and more convenient
for everyone.
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